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The cerebral vascular network has evolved in such a way so as to minimize

transport time and energy expenditure. This is accomplished by a subtle com-

bination of the optimal arrangement of arteries, arterioles and capillaries and

the transport mechanisms of convection and diffusion. Elucidating the inter-

action between cerebral vascular architectonics and the latter physical

mechanisms can catalyse progress in treating cerebral pathologies such as

stroke, brain tumours, dementia and targeted drug delivery. Here, we show

that brain microvascular organization is predicated on commensurate intraca-

pillary oxygen convection and parenchymal diffusion times. Cross-species grey

matter results for the rat, cat, rabbit and human reveal very good correlation

between the cerebral capillary and tissue mean axial oxygen convective and

diffusion time intervals. These findings agree with the constructal principle.
1. Introduction
In addition to being the ultimate organ of life, the brain is one of the most

metabolically active body systems. With an encephalization quotient of 7, indi-

cating that the human brain is seven times larger in relation to our expected

brain-to-body weight ratio, the modern human is the most encephalized

species. Constituting 2% of the total body mass, with one quadrillion (1015)

synapses, the adult human brain consumes about 25% of the resting body

oxygen. Mainly due to the dense synaptic connections, oxygen utilization in

the cerebral cortex is three- to fivefold that of white matter [1].

Cross-species in vitro and in vivo cortical oxygen uptake data suggest an inver-

sely proportional correlation between oxygen utilization and brain (or body)

weight. Unlike other body tissues, the random orientation of cerebral capillaries

is a unique feature of the brain. Despite scientific advances such as scanning

electron microscopy of corrosion casts, which permits the study of the morpho-

logy of the vascular bed with exquisite detail [2], currently no geometric principle
coherently explains patterns in cerebral microvascular architectonics.

The idea of linking structure and fitness in physiological systems is not new

in physiology. More than two centuries after the pioneering work of Young [3],

the principles governing the architecture of the mammalian bronchial tree and

vascular networks remain perplexing [4]. The first principle, stemming from

evolution through the optimal arrangement of the constituent vascular

elements in combination with the physical mechanisms, a transport network

must have evolved in such a way so as to minimize the cost of delivering

and removing vital substances (consult Murray’s principle of minimum work

[5]). The second is the space-filling vascular system ingrained in cellular

tissue which provides every cell in the organism with the essential elements.

Although applicable to a large part of the branching vasculature of the mam-

malian circulatory system, Murray’s law and the arteriolar terminal vascular

architectonics do not completely explain how cerebral perfusion and the

removal of waste products are optimally attained, or what the guiding

underlying physical principles are.
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Much of the emphasis on deciphering the vascular branch-

ing patterns of biological organisms has been directed towards

the respiratory system. A recurring question which attracted

sustained attention focused on the physical parameters that

govern microvascular architecture and substrate delivery

[6,7]. The principles of optimal vessel diameter for the

design of minimum mass branching or vascular conduits has

also been studied in terms of fluid engineering distribution

systems [8]. Yancopoulos et al. [9] examined the vascular

growth factors that foster blood vessel development. In vitro
and in vivo advances in vascular morphogenesis have also

been the subject of extensive research efforts [10]. A recent

study by Secomb et al. [11] attempted the question of the evol-

ution of vascular patterning, in the rat mesentery, as guided by

stochastic sprouting angiogenesis, structural adaptation and

vessel generation by pruning. In an attempt to derive discern-

ible trends of the microvasculature networks of the brain, other

researchers have applied computer algorithms to ink-injected

human brain sections [12].

Furthermore, mapping cerebral oxygen distribution with

sufficient spatial resolution remains elusive. Expounding the

interaction between the physical and physiological mechanisms

and brain organization can potentially treat cerebral pathol-

ogies such as stroke, small vessel disease, dementia and

targeted brain therapeutics. By virtue of being the most com-

plex body organ, the brain merits special attention if we are

to realize substantial progress in understanding its underlying

organizational principles. One of the prominent questions to

tackle is tied to the acute vulnerability of the mammalian

brain to oxygen deprivation. In clarifying the characteristics

of the preceding conundrum, we subsequently examine cer-

ebral oxygen delivery by considering the interplay between

microvascular network organization and tissue oxygen uptake.
2. Cerebral vasculature and oxygen transport
2.1. Brain oxygenation and vascular network
Regardless of the immense biological importance of oxygen,

the terrestrial mammalian brain appears capable of storing

diminutive glycogen and oxygen reserves [13]. Although it

remains debatable whether aerobic or anaerobic metabolism

accompanies the early stages of brain activation [14], one can

say with certainty that brain homeostasis requires a continuous

blood supply to sustain vital biological functions. This coupled

with its high metabolic demands render the brain highly sus-

ceptible to anoxaemia. An interruption of 6 s in the human

brain oxygen supply results in loss of consciousness while irre-

versible neuronal damage ensues within minutes. During

evolution, the human brain has grown from 400 cm3 in the

hominid, some 2.75 Ma, to its present volume of 1400 cm3

[15]. In light of the low cerebral oxygen inventory and given

that brain anoxia under physiological conditions is seldom an

issue, the determinants of cerebral vascular organization, to

be addressed here, appear intriguing. From a biological pers-

pective, systems optimization points to a highly sophisticated

and robust transport network.

Maintenance of the physiological level of cerebral oxygen-

ation is accomplished by a dense and intricate vascular

network [16] and a combination of convective and diffusive

transport. Convection administers oxygen delivery while dif-

fusion governs oxygen extraction. Convection is responsible

for transporting oxygen, bound to haemoglobin in the
erythrocytes, through bulk blood flow. Free and facilitated

diffusion transfer oxygen from microvessels to the mito-

chondria of brain cells. Oxygen efflux takes place at the

arteriolar and capillary bed where the surface area reaches

its maximum and diffusion distance shrinks to its minimum.

The subject of cerebral oxygen perfusion is quite involved

constituting one of the perplexities of the brain. In particular,

cerebral blood flow and transvascular exchange of oxygen

does not manifest itself in a distinctly identifiable section of

the vascular bed [17]. Rather oxygen in the mammalian

brain escapes from the vascular network through small diam-

eter vessels which comprise metarterioles, capillaries and

post-capillary venules. However, depending on the physical

conditions (e.g. cerebral neuronal activity, haemoglobin sat-

uration and blood velocity), capillaries make-up the prime

exchange medium or zone with a proportionally greater

oxygen loss compared with other compartments [18].

Hence, we have opted to focus on capillary oxygen efflux

recognizing also the premise that partial oxygen pressure

(pO2) in the capillary bed is higher than that of the ensuing

venules [19,20]. Elevated haemoglobin saturation levels [21]

and the disproportionately large surface area [22] of the

cerebral capillary compartment play a pivotal role in

oxygen tissue delivery.

In the cerebral vasculature, convection is effective for

transporting haematocytes over long distances ranging from

millimetres to metres. Diffusion accounts for the random

molecular motion along a concentration gradient. Diffusion

is also a metabolically ‘free’ transport mechanism whose effi-

cacy diminishes drastically with spatial extent in excess of

tens of micrometres.

Diffusion is further divided into free and facilitated diffu-

sion. While in the capillary, a concentration differential drives

free diffusion, oxygen flux in the cerebral tissue is believed to

be amplified by neuroglobin [23]. Henceforth, the term diffu-

sion refers to the collective effect of the free and facilitated

mechanisms, accounted for in the oxygen diffusivities. We

shall show that convection and free and facilitated diffusion

collectively minimize the pumping energy, (overall) transport

cost, and time of the supply of oxygen to every point of the

organ, necessary to sustain life.
2.2. Convection and diffusion times
Here, we propose a unifying principle exhibited by several

other systems in nature, biology and technology, which coa-

lesces the requirements of minimum work and maximum

coverage. When the transport realm is sufficiently large, the

transport mechanisms of diffusion and channelling bathe

the volume faster, with less resistance, than diffusion alone.

This combination is most effective when the tissue diffusion

time matches the capillary convection time. Thus, maximum

effectiveness is achieved when the time to flow slowly over a

shorter distance (diffusion) equals the time to flow fast over a

larger distance (channel).

This behaviour has been derived from the constructal

principle (CP) [24,25] and has been shown to predict many

phenomena of patterned flow in nature. The tendency of

the non-equilibrium system to adapt its configuration in

time such that it flows more easily as a whole is the CP: for

a finite-size flow system to persist in time, its configuration

must evolve such that it provides greater and greater access

to its currents [26].
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2.3. Convection and diffusion times predicted
by the constructal principle

Consider the following model of longitudinal convection

along a tube of length L and diameter D, continued by diffu-

sion across the tissue of thickness x. The volume fraction

occupied by the wall tissue in the total volume is fixed; there-

fore, the ratio x/D is a constant and the total volume scales as

V � D2L: (2:1)

The shape of the flow composite (D/L) can vary and is

dictated by the CP of generation of flow configuration for

greater flow access. The simplest flow model is based on a

fluid with Poiseuille flow along the tube and Darcy flow

across the wall tissue. The pressure gradient which drives

the longitudinal flow is

DPx � n _mL
D4

, (2:2)

where _m and n are the total mass flow rate and the kinematic

viscosity. The radial pressure difference which drives the

same fluid through the wall tissue is of order

DPr �
n _mx
KDL

, (2:3)

where K is the Darcy permeability defined by

v � K
m

DPr

x

� �
, (2:4)

where v is the volume averaged radial velocity and m is the

viscosity, or rv. Henceforth, the word radial refers to an

equivalent distance normal to the axial direction.

The global flow resistance of the composite is

DPxþDPr

n _m
� L

D4
þ x

KDL

� �
: (2:5)

This varies with both L and D subject to the volume con-

straint relationship (2.1). It is minimal when the shape of the

construct is

L
D

� V2=3

K
x
D

 !3=8

: (2:6)

In this configuration, the longitudinal and radial pressure

differences are in balance

DPx � DPr: (2:7)

Note that the times of the longitudinal and radial flow are

also in balance. The longitudinal time is tx � (L/U ), where

U � ( _m=rD2) and _m is given by equation (2.2). The radial

time is tr � (x/v), for which v is given by equation (2.4).

Dividing tx by tr and using equations (2.6) and (2.7), we

arrive at

tx

tr
� 1: (2:8)

The configuration of flow access morphs in such a way

that the time to travel long and fast (tx) matches the time to

travel short and slow (tr). Bejan & Lorente [25] list many

applications of the CP. Subsequently, we demonstrate that

this principle holds for the mammalian brain as well.
2.4. Data and calculations
We compiled data on the erythrocyte, plasma and cerebral

tissue oxygen diffusion coefficients, blood velocity, capillary

supply region, capillary length and diameter for four

mammals. Oxygen diffusivity values were predominantly

acquired via microelectodes [27] or estimated from other

sources. Blood velocity values were retrieved using intravital

microfilming [28] and two-photon laser scanning microscopy

[29], or interpolation. Data on the capillary and tissue were

extracted from histological [30] and stereological methods

[31], and corrosion casts.

To calculate the convection and diffusion times of oxygen,

we considered a Kroghian cylinder consisting of a constant

diameter capillary with unidirectional blood flow feeding a

volume of cerebral tissue peripheral to the vessel. As depicted

in figure 1, red blood cells (RBCs), suspended in plasma, tra-

verse the capillary surrounded by an outermost cell-free

region (CFR). A ratio of erythrocyte to CFR thickness 1 : 7

was maintained for all calculations. The convective time

(tconv) for intracapillary oxygen transport was calculated from

tconv ¼
zcap

vblood
, (2:9)

where zcap is the capillary half-length (0.5 Lcap) and vblood is

the blood velocity (table 1). The calculation was based on a

straight capillary with erythrocytes moving at a steady and

constant unidirectional velocity. Notably, the straight line geo-

metry, inspired by the top-left inset in figure 1, is frequently

encountered in certain parts of the cortex [16]. Glass tube

experiments reveal that erythrocytes have been observed to

travel in bundled configurations [33].

Transcapillary and tissue oxygen diffusion times were

determined from tables 1–3 using

lO2,i ¼ (2 �DO2,i � tDiff,i)
1=2, (2:10)

for i ¼ RBC, CFR and tissue regions, where oxygen diffusivity

and diffusion distance are denoted by DO2,i
and lO2,i

, respect-

ively. The diffusion time (tDiff,i) is the sum of the erythrocytic

oxygen diffusion and oxyhaemoglobin desaturation times

and the oxygen CFR and parenchymal diffusion times. Due

to the large uncertainties in the haemoglobin dissociation

time to be added to the erythrocyte diffusion time, calculated

from (2.10), the latter effects were not taken into account. The

small magnitude of desaturation time though, relative to the

total diffusion duration, indicates that their influence will be

minimal. Facilitated diffusion effects due to the presence of

neuroglobin [23] in the cerebral tissue are included in the

tissue oxygen diffusion coefficient, DO2,Tiss
. Convective and

diffusive transport times determined herein stem from

steady-state cerebral oxygen consumption. By definition,

steady-state oxygen utilization does not vary as a function of

time. Oxygen consumption emanates from averaging the

basal and activated cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen utiliz-

ation (CMRO2). As overall brain oxygen utilization per unit

mass for most mammals is 3.72 � 1025 mmol(O2) ml s21

[34–37], we consider that the species we investigate, namely,

the rat, the cat, the rabbit and man, exhibit this CMRO2 value.

Bootstrapping was used to broaden the scope of our

investigation in light of the limited data available, used to

determine the convection and diffusion times, we have man-

aged to retrieve from various sources. The Monte Carlo

simulations, which derive from a pseudorandom number
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Figure 1. Erythrocyte to cerebral tissue oxygen transport. Top-left inset (a) depicts a corrosion cast of human cortical capillary vessels (adapted from [2]). The geometry
of the framed straight capillary, measuring about 50 mm in length and 12 mm in diameter, is mapped on the bottom cartoon (b), which portrays oxygen efflux from
erythrocytes moving from left to right, suspended in plasma, to tissue cells. Top right (c) magnification illustrates oxygen dissociating from haemoglobin molecules,
encapsulated in erythrocytes, into the plasma. Once in the plasma, free oxygen molecules cross the endothelial cell wall junctions to be transported, by free and
facilitated diffusion, to tissue cells to fuel aerobic and, possibly, anaerobic glycolysis. Bottom and top-right inserts are not to scale. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Rat, cat, rabbit and human sample mean capillary diameter (�xcd) and half-length (�xcl) and their respective sample standard deviation (scd) and (scl).

species ( popular)
name

capillary diameter �xcd

(mm)
capillary diameter scd

(31026)
capillary half-length
�xcl (mm)

capillary half-length scl

(31026)

rat 4.57 1.22 57 0

cat 5.2 0.59 52 2.83

rabbit 9.3 4.42 70a 0

human 6.22 1.56 100 0
aEstimated from data in Fenton & Zweifash [32] and Pawlik et al. [31].

Table 2. Rat, cat, rabbit and human sample mean capillary supply region (�xsr) and blood velocity (�xv) and their sample standard deviation (ssr) and (sv),
respectively.

species ( popular)
name

capillary supply region
�xsr (mm)

capillary supply region ssr

(31026)
blood velocitya �xv

(mm s21)
blood velocity sv

(31024)

rat 19.2 5.13 0.71 1.57

cat 15.3 6.66 0.71b 1.57c

rabbit 19.5 3.03 0.71b 1.57c

human 24.7 6.19 0.73 3.08
aBlood was assumed to travel at a constant velocity.
bSample mean blood velocity values were adapted from the rat (blood velocity) findings.
cBlood velocity sample standard deviations were based on the nearest size mammal, i.e. the rat.
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Table 3. Rat, cat, rabbit and human sample mean RBC (�xGR ), CFR (�xGC ) and tissue (�xGT ) O2 diffusivities and their respective sample standard deviation (�sGR ),
(�sGC ) and (�sGT ). (A zero sample standard deviation value indicates the existence of a single oxygen diffusivity value, e.g. in the case of the arat RBC O2

diffusivity). CFR stands for cell-free region.

species
( popular)
name

RBC O2

diffusivity �xGR

(1026 cm2 s21)

RBC O2

diffusivity s.d.
�sGR (31026)

CFR O2 diffusivity
�xGC (1025 cm2 s21)

CFR O2

diffusivity �sGC

(31026)

tissue O2

diffusivity �xGT

(1025 cm2 s21)

tissue O2

diffusivity �sGT

(31026)

rat 8.0 0a 2.4 0 1.55 2.19

cat 7.0 0 1.6 0 1.54 0

rabbit 9.5 0 2.18 0 1.75 2.12

human 7.4 2.63 2.11 4.89 1.65 0.71
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generator, with normally distributed values, served exactly this

need. Even though the Monte Carlo results are not truly

random, they are practical to use, due to their reliability and

computational efficiency [38]. A Monte Carlo technique was

used to populate an adequately large dataset (n ¼ 104) for the

purpose of estimating the mean sample diffusion time (tDiff )

from (2.10). The mean sample convection time (tConv) was

obtained from (2.9). To ensure that the Monte Carlo estima-

tors retained their consistency and unbiasedness, a data pool

of n ¼ 104 was used. Furthermore, to expand the data pool for

the cat and rabbit erythrocyte velocities, we used the sample

mean velocity (�xV) and sample standard deviation (sv) values

of the rat—the neighbouring size mammal.
0

0.05

m
e

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
mean O2 diffusion time, tD (s)

Figure 2. Mean oxygen convection and diffusion times for Rattus norvegicus,
Felis silvestris catus, Oryctolagus cuniculus and Homo Sapiens. Mean arterial
capillary level diffusion and convection times were evaluated from Monte
Carlo calculations. Least-squares fit of the mean convective and diffusive
times yielded a straight line with equation y ¼ 0.95x 2 0.02 and R ¼
0.897 which demonstrates strong agreement with line y ¼ x. Standard devi-
ation error bars were used.
3. Results
Cross-species results of the arterial terminal level oxygen

delivery and uptake of the rat, cat, rabbit and human demon-

strate very good correlation between the cerebral capillary

and tissue mean axial oxygen convective (�tConv) and diffusion

(�tDiff) times (figure 2). This finding is commensurate with

the convection–diffusion time predicted by the CP. The

physical significance of balancing the diffusive and convec-

tive times is the maximization of access of the transport of

oxygen throughout the three-dimensional vascular network

ingrained in the volume. This time relation is another

name for the microvascular architecture, i.e. the allocation

of capillary channels to interstitial elemental volumes.

As depicted in figure 2, the convective time standard

deviation error bars for the cat, rabbit and human cross the

line (y ¼ x) on which diffusive and convective times are

exactly equal. Least-squares regression of the species convec-

tion and diffusion times produced a straight line with

equation y ¼ 0.95x 2 0.02 and R ¼ 0.897 (figure 2), which is

almost identical to y ¼ x. With the rat being the only excep-

tion, the cat, human and rabbit mean transport times reside

above line y ¼ 0.95x 2 0.02 and close to y ¼ x (lightly

shaded region, figure 2). Conspicuously, the human species

with the biggest dataset and fastest RBC velocities (0.3–

1.2 mm s21) exhibits the highest standard deviation in axial

convective time among all species.

By contrast, the dispersion in oxygen diffusivity coeffi-

cients is very small. The effectiveness of convection and

diffusion is dominated by RBC (and blood) velocity and

inter-capillary spacing, respectively. Variations in RBC velocity

data arise from flow irregularities due to erythrocytic motion,

in the capillaries, and the accuracy of the measurements
acquired by the RBC probing technique (e.g. intravital video

microscopy). As partially shown in the top-left inset in figure

1a, the random orientation of cerebral capillaries and the het-

erogeneous geometry of cerebral tissue [16] surrounding

them explain the reported variability in the inter-capillary spa-

cing values. There is evidence to suggest that cerebral capillary

diameter decreases with decreasing size of the species [31].

With the exception of the rabbit, our data show that the rat,

cat and man obey this trend.
4. Discussion
Apart from the conjecture that cerebral microcirculation has

evolved in such a way so as to provide better flow access at

minimum cost, no formal theoretical formulation of the distri-

bution of the microvascular bed existed to date. Our attempt

to elucidate the basic mechanism that guided microvessel

branching in a manner that supplies every cell of the brain

in an optimal way is therefore of fundamental interest. Sup-

ported by the findings presented herein, we postulate that
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the evolutionary biological mechanisms which originally laid

the arterial exchange vessels could be driven (and constrai-

ned) by the primary transport mechanisms of convection

and diffusion. Thus, the balancing of convection and diffu-

sion functions to optimize access to the transport of oxygen

in a timely fashion.

The mean convective and diffusive transport for the rat,

cat, rabbit and human demonstrate very good correlation

between the two mechanisms (figure 2). Commensurate dif-

fusive and convective times, in line with CP, facilitate

energy efficient oxygen delivery (convection) and uptake (dif-

fusion). As the most widely studied species, man, presents us

with the largest dataset of parameters used to determine the

corresponding mean convective and mean diffusion times.

Because of this, the human species affects the equation of

the fitted line in an analogously dominant manner. Regard-

less, even when each species dataset is examined in

isolation, independently of the rest, their mean convective

and diffusive times almost coincide (i.e. y ¼ x). Extracting a

common pattern between all mammalian species not only

broadens the scope of the investigation but can also yield a

scaling relationship.

Collectively, the interaction and the physical limitations of

convection and diffusion are perceived to play a pivotal role
in laying the blueprint of the vascular bed. Our results shed

light on microvascular architectonics, whose eventual geo-

metric characterization, including vascular tortuosity, holds

great potential in the treatment of cerebral pathologies such

as stroke, brain tumours, atrophy and dementia.

Ultimately, these results reveal that the evolution of the

cerebral microvasculature followed a path aiming at the

optimization of oxygen delivery time and energy expendi-

ture. Thus, they possibly explain the very low tolerance of

the brain to perfusion interruption: the system followed an

evolutionary path aimed at an optimized oxygen supply

and not an oxygen reserve.
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ebrovascular incident and sadly passed away while the manuscript
was under final review.
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